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URA’s 1Q19 flash estimate slipped 0.6% QoQ
URA’s flash estimate (transactions up till mid-Mar) for the private
residential property price index (PPI) showed a dip of 0.6% on a QoQ
basis for 1Q19. This was the second consecutive sequential dip given
that 4Q18 had registered a mild 0.1% decline. The landed property
segment was resilient during 1Q19, with an uptick of 1.1% QoQ, while
the non-landed property segment suffered a decline of 1.0%.
CCR the main contributor to price dip
Within the non-landed segment, the Core Central Region (CCR) fared the
worst, with a deterioration of 2.9%. This was the largest quarterly
negative magnitude registered since 2Q09, when prices fell 5.2% QoQ.
This weakness does not come as a surprise to us, given that the CCR was
most likely to be adversely impacted by the set of property cooling
measures introduced in Jul last year. For the Rest of Central Region
(RCR) and the Outside Central Region (OCR), prices came in at -0.2%
and 0.0% QoQ, respectively. Meanwhile, on the public housing front,
HDB’s flash estimate for the 1Q19 Resale Price Index (RSI) also slipped
0.3% QoQ, marking the third consecutive quarter of decline. The current
premium between the URA private residential PPI and the HDB RSI now
stands at 13.5%, versus the historical average gap of 11.3% since 1Q05.
Recent URA land tenders showing more rational bids
URA recently closed the tender for two sites. The first is a residential land
parcel at Sims Drive, with a maximum permissible GFA of 523,944 sq ft.
There were only 5 bids, with the top bid of S$383.5m (~S$732.0 psf ppr)
being submitted by a JV between Hong Leong Holdings and City
Developments Ltd. This site is adjacent to GuocoLand’s Sims Urban Oasis
project, which was secured with a bid of S$687.9 psf ppr on 30 Apr
2014. The average ASP based on all transactions for this project was
~S$1,404 psf. The second tender was for a residential land parcel with
commercial at first storey at Middle Road. This was more hotly contested,
with 10 bids submitted. The highest bid came from Wing Tai, at
S$492.0m, or S$1,458.3 psf ppr. The nearby Duo Residences registered
average ASPs of ~S$2,211 psf for transactions done after the Jul 2018
cooling measures, while the higher-end South Beach Residences
garnered average ASPs of ~S$3,371 psf. Next up, the URA land tender
at the Tan Quee Lan Street site (residential with commercial at first
storey) which was recently launched under the 1H19 GLS programme is
likely to whet developers’ appetite, in light of its good location beside the
Bugis MRT station. This site has a maximum GFA of 521,296 sq ft and
can potentially yield up to 580 residential units. The tender will only close
on 5 Sep this year. We keep our private residential price growth forecast
of -3% to 2% for 2019, but highlight that the full-year figure is likely to
come in at the lower-end of our projection. Maintain NEUTRAL on the
Singapore residential sector, with UOL Group (UOL SP) [BUY; FV:
S$8.45] and CapitaLand (CAPL SP) [BUY; FV: S$3.98] as our
preferred sector picks.
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Exhibit 1: URA Private Residential Price Index trend (flash estimate for 1Q19)
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Exhibit 2: URA non-landed Private Residential Price Index trend by market segment (flash estimate for
1Q19)
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Exhibit 3: Trend between URA Private Residential Price Index and HDB Resale Price Index (flash estimate
for 1Q19)
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Exhibit 4: Location plan for land parcel at Tan Quee Lan Street which recently opened for tender

Source: URA
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Investment Research Private Limited (“OIR” or “we”). This report should not be construed as an offer or
solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale of the securities mentioned herein or to participate in any
particular trading or investment strategy. Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the
information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot
guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its
contents. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. We have not
given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial
situation or particular needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty
whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly
as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. You may
wish to seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of the securities mentioned herein, taking
into consideration your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs, before making a
commitment to invest in the securities. In the event that you choose not to seek advice from a financial
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for you. Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Limited (“OCBC Bank”), Bank of Singapore Limited (“BOS”),
OIR, OCBC Securities Private Limited (“OSPL”) and their respective connected and associated corporations
together with their respective directors and officers may have or take positions in the securities mentioned in
this report and may also perform or seek to perform broking and other investment or securities related
services for the corporations whose securities are mentioned in this report as well as other parties generally.
The information provided herein may contain projections or other forward looking statements regarding future
events or future performance of countries, assets, markets or companies. Actual events or results may differ
materially. Past performance figures are not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance.
Privileged / confidential information may be contained in this report. If you are not the addressee indicated in
the message enclosing the report (or responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not
copy or deliver the message and/or report to anyone. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this
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